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Executive Summary
The HPE Shadowbase product suite (built by Gravic, sold by HPE)
distributes real-time critical data and information to target databases
and to application environments throughout the enterprise. Uses for
Shadowbase products include achieving high or continuous availability
for business continuity environments by synchronizing data changes
between active or passive redundant systems, integrating applications,
feeding data warehouses and real-time business intelligence facilities,
and driving ETL (extract, transform, and load) utilities.
HPE Shadowbase Streams, a member of the HPE Shadowbase
software solutions suite, uses change data capture (CDC) technology
to stream data generated by one application to other applications,
enabling low-latency, real-time data distribution between heterogeneous systems and applications.
Shadowbase Streams for data integration and Shadowbase Streams for application integration provide the
facilities for integrating existing applications at the data level or event-driven level in order to create new and
powerful functionality, supporting the Real-Time Enterprise (RTE).
Using Shadowbase Streams, changes made in any database can be quickly and easily integrated into other
data environments to keep that target information synchronized. The changes can be made in real-time or can
be batched for periodic snapshot or micro-batch updating.
Additionally, using Shadowbase Streams, applications that once were isolated can now interoperate in an
event-driven fashion in real-time. Critical data generated by one application is distributed and acted upon
immediately by other applications, enabling the implementation of Event-Driven Architectures (EDA).
Shadowbase Streams supports many models for data distribution, including maintaining a remote database of
critical data; sending critical data to client applications or servers directly via queues, interprocess messages,
TCP/IP sessions, or client APIs; publishing data to applications that have subscribed to the data; and
responding to poll queries from client applications.
Shadowbase Streams is extensible. It allows the user to embed custom processing logic into the dataprocessing path. It readily filters, transforms, and adapts data from one application or database environment
into the protocol or format required by another application or database environment, all without requiring any
changes to the existing application that is generating the data.
Shadowbase Streams modernizes legacy applications by integrating diverse applications across the enterprise
so that new and valuable services may be generated to enhance competitiveness, to reduce costs or to
increase revenue, to satisfy regulatory requirements, and to generally improve the user experience.
In this paper, several customer production examples of Shadowbase Streams for application integration follow
a description of how Shadowbase Streams works.
Note that this paper focuses on using Shadowbase Streams for application integration. For data integration
needs, please refer to the companion document titled HPE Shadowbase Streams for Data Integration.
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HPE Shadowbase Streams for Application Integration
HPE Shadowbase Streams (built by Gravic, sold by HPE) is a powerful and flexible facility that enables diverse
applications to interoperate with each other at the event-driven level (called application integration) and at the
data level (called data integration). This capability is provided even for legacy applications that were never
intended nor designed to work together. Shadowbase Streams is a member of the HPE Shadowbase product
suite and focuses on distributing information in real-time throughout the enterprise, enabling the provision of a
Real-Time Enterprise (RTE).1 It rapidly delivers information where and when it is needed without customer
application modification. The application’s responsibility is simply to make functional use of the data delivered
by Shadowbase Streams.
With application integration, events generated by a source application are sent in real-time to a target
application for processing, and is known as an Event-Driven Architecture (EDA).2 Target application processing
may or may not result in a reply back to the source application. With data integration, Shadowbase Streams
maintains a copy in real-time of selected data from a source system’s database in a target system’s database
or environment. Target system applications may use this local copy of data changes from the source
application for expanded functionality and to improve response times.
In this white paper, the use of Shadowbase Streams for application integration is described. A separate white
paper, HPE Shadowbase Streams for Data Integration is available on the Shadowbase website.

The Need to Integrate Applications
Over time, the number of legacy applications developed to support an enterprise’s operations grows
significantly. Many of these applications are silo applications that recognize inputs from and deliver outputs to
hard-coded interfaces only. The only way to share information generated by one such application with another
is via virtual tape (or magnetic tape images on disk), or by file transfer, typically processing the data in batch
mode.
This mode of interoperation (or complete lack thereof) is unacceptable in today’s 24x7 always-online
environments. Applications that were never intended to work with each other now must cooperate closely in
real-time. For instance, a new customer-facing online store application must have immediate access to
inventory changes from a back-end inventory program that was written long before online stores were even
imagined.
Using today’s modern technologies, application programs can be written so that they can cooperate with other
yet-unknown applications to be created in the future. For instance, the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
creates a platform on which applications can be built as a set of services. The services provide their own
encapsulated data and processing functions but expose a standard discoverable interface that can be used by
any process to invoke these services, via a ubiquitous communications protocol (such as HTTPS). Applications
are built by calling (composing) these services to provide critical functionality. Thus, new applications can
easily use the services exposed by existing applications.
Such is not the case with many applications in use today, and certainly not with legacy stovepipe applications.
Their functionalities are buried deep in their proprietary code, accessible only via unknown and arcane
proprietary interfaces. In fact, for many of the older applications in use today, the code is lost, or the
programmers who wrote and understood the applications have long ago moved on. There is no easy way to
leverage the (often considerable) functionality of such applications to build new business services. If a
company is fortunate enough to be able to continue maintenance on a legacy application, the cost and risk of
modifying that application to provide new functionality is likely to be significant.
What is needed then is a simple method for integrating existing (often legacy) applications with new
applications that are being created. Fulfilling this need is the challenge that Shadowbase Streams for
application integration solves. Shadowbase Streams provides the mechanism to expose events and data
generated by a source application to a target application without software modification to either.

1

Real-Time Enterprise is a concept in business systems design focused on ensuring organizational responsiveness.
Event-Driven Architecture is a software architecture pattern promoting the production, detection, consumption of, and reaction to
events.

2
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Methods for Integrating Applications
In order to interoperate with each other, applications may be integrated at either the service-layer or at the
event-layer.
Service-Level Integration
With service-level integration, special interfaces expose server system data or application services to external
client applications, as shown in Figure 1. One way to accomplish this exposure is via specially designed agents
that reside on the server system. For instance, a database agent may provide access to the target database
via ODBC, JDBC, OLE, XML, or ADO.NET.
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Adapter
Figure 1 – Service-Level Integration
An application agent may use application metadata to define the application services that will be exposed and
to provide access to these services via XML, SOA, JCA, or 3GL APIs. Often, a complementary agent that
allows client applications to invoke the services available from the server system is provided for the client
system.
An alternate implementation involves designing a special adapter to connect well-known applications. For
instance, an adapter might supply a Customer Relationship Management system (CRM, the client system in
this case) with the services of a name/address scrubber (the server system) to rationalize data into a standard
form. Adapters are typically limited to well-known, popular applications and protocols.
Event-Level Integration
Event-level integration enables Event-Driven Architectures, which deliver services based on changes made to
the source system’s database. Event-level integration avoids the necessity of developing special agents or
adapters for each application that is to be integrated. Rather, it monitors source application events in real-time
and sends them immediately to the target application so that action can be taken on the event by the target.
Event-level integration is the method employed by Shadowbase Streams for application integration. It makes
use of the fact that in most applications, events are evidenced by changes made to the application’s database.
As shown in Figure 2, event-level integration monitors these database changes. If a change represents an
event of interest, the event data is reformatted as required by the target application by the event transmitter
and is sent to the target application for processing.
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Figure 2 – Event-Level Integration
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There must be some means for the event transmitter to pass the event to the target application, via a
mechanism that the target application already provides (such that the target application does not need to be
modified). Legacy applications often expose their services to other applications by providing interfaces that
other applications can use to submit events on which action is to be taken. This interface might be a proprietary
interface that implements an application programming interface (API) called by a source application to provide
event information. Alternatively, messaging middleware may be used to send the target application event
notifications. ODBC or JDBC may also be used to submit event data to a file or a database on the target
system. It is via such an interface that the transmitter sends events to the target application. Shadowbase
Streams is an event transmitter.

Why Integrate at the Event Level?
Using Shadowbase Streams to integrate applications at the event level offers significant advantages over
service-level integration:
•

Performance – With event-level integration, a target application is directly handed the information it
needs as soon as it is available. With service-level integration, the remote system must often be
queried periodically to get event data. Polling for database changes is inefficient and adds a time delay
to the processing of events.

•

Invasiveness – Service-level integration generally requires that the client and server applications be
modified to support the agents or adapters needed to integrate the applications. Furthermore, with
respect to adapters, a suitable adapter must be implemented for each pair of applications to be
integrated. With event-level integration, there is no need to make application code changes or to
implement specialized modules. The event transmitter handles the interface tasks.

•

Seamlessness – Service-level integration inserts processing functions into the flow of the events or
data changes which may impact response times. Event-level integration works under-the-covers.
Events are replicated asynchronously from the source database’s transaction log. The source
application is unaware that replication is taking place.

•

Security – Integrating at the event level means the event transmitter is the only function that needs
access to the source information, and all source information is routed through it. Integrating at the
service level means many more application-level components are potentially involved in handling the
event data, thereby opening up more points for security breaches to occur.

HPE Shadowbase Streams for Application Integration Architecture
HPE Shadowbase Streams for application integration uses the Shadowbase data replication engine for change
data capture and as well as the event transmitter. We first describe the architecture and characteristics of the
engine and then explain how it is used to implement application integration.
The HPE Shadowbase Data Replication Engine
The HPE Shadowbase data replication engine transmits data changes from a source application’s database
to a target application’s event interface. As shown in Figure 3, it is driven by the transaction log of the source
database. The transaction log is created by the transaction manager on the source system. For instance, in
HPE NonStop systems, the transaction log is the Transaction Management Facility (TMF) Audit Trail. In Oracle
systems, Shadowbase Streams uses Oracle Log Miner to retrieve the events from the Redo log. For DB2,
Shadowbase Streams uses the IBM Data Event Publisher and MQ Series to retrieve the events from the DB2
Journal. For Sybase, Shadowbase Streams uses Sybase replication to feed the database changes into the
Shadowbase engine. For SQL Server, Shadowbase Streams uses database triggers to capture the database
changes.
The transaction manager records every change made to the source database in its transaction log so that the
database can be reconstructed should it become corrupted for any reason. The log is therefore an instant
source of database changes generated by many (most) source applications. By following the transaction log,
Shadowbase replication can read every database change in real-time as it is applied to the source database.
It can select those changes that represent events of interest, format them according to the requirements of the
target application, and pass them to the target application. If there is no transaction log maintained by the
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source database environment, Shadowbase replication can either receive database changes from triggers
added to the source database, or it can follow a change log created by the source application. Shadowbase
replication comprises a Collector process on the source system and a Consumer process on the target system
(for most situations). The Collector follows the source system’s database changes as recorded in the
transaction log, selecting those that represent events of interest to the target system. It sends these events to
the Consumer via a communication channel. The Consumer formats the events and passes them to the target
application.
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Figure 3 – The HPE Shadowbase Data Replication Engine
Shadowbase replication performs whatever data transformation is required to format the database changes as
read from the transaction log into usable events for the target application. Fields can be remapped from a
source schema to a target schema. Data values can be reformatted. Fields can be eliminated, combined, or
aggregated. Related data can be added from a local database. In short, any enrichment of the data required
by the target application can be performed by Shadowbase technology.
This powerful feature is made possible by user exits in the Consumer. User exits can be customized by the
implementer to provide whatever data transformation is necessary to meet the requirements of the target
application. There are two classes of user exits:
•

Scripts perform the more common data transformation functions such as schema remapping, data
selection, field-format conversion, field splits and merges, and aggregations. The scripts are text files
of transformation directives read by Shadowbase software at startup and are interpreted/executed for
each database object that flows through the Shadowbase Consumer.

•

Code modules are executed by Shadowbase software for each data change. The code modules are
created by the user and are bound into the Shadowbase Consumer. They run at (optimized) compiled
code speed and can execute more complex data transformations such as adding data from local
databases.

With user exits, any database change can be transformed into an event that is meaningful to the target
application. The HPE Shadowbase data replication engine is heterogeneous. It supports a wide variety of
source and target systems and databases, as shown in Figure 4. The Shadowbase engine can pass events
from any supported source system to any supported target system.3
A key feature of Shadowbase software is that unlike other data replication technologies, there are no disk
queuing points in the transfer path (unless they are optionally added). Therefore, Shadowbase technology
imposes a minimum time delay (or latency) on the delivery of events to the target application from the time that
the events are available in the transaction log. Latency times are measured in sub-seconds.

3

Please check with Shadowbase Support for the latest set of supported source and target platforms.
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Figure 4 – HPE Shadowbase Supported Platforms, Databases, and Operating Environments
HPE Shadowbase Streams for Application Integration
The HPE Shadowbase data replication engine is the heart of Shadowbase Streams for application integration.
Figure 4 shows a physical representation of the internal architecture of Shadowbase software, whereas Figure
5 shows a logical view. In this figure, a source system is generating database changes which are delivered to
target applications as events by Shadowbase Streams via a variety of mechanisms.

Figure 5 – HPE Shadowbase Streams for Application Integration
Gravic, Inc. White Paper
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As the source application changes its database, the transaction manager captures the changes in its
transaction log. Shadowbase Streams uses powerful change data capture (CDC) technology to follow the
transaction log and select those database changes that represent meaningful events to the target system (the
changes to select are defined to Shadowbase Streams via configuration parameters). Shadowbase Streams
then scrubs and cleanses, reformats, and enriches the changes to deliver events that meet the needs of the
target application.
The target application will present an interface to receive external events. It is to this interface that Shadowbase
Streams will pass the events. Via user exits, Shadowbase Streams can be configured to drive any target
application interface (hence the target application will not typically require modification to receive events via
Shadowbase Streams). Typical application interfaces include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a work queue from which the target application can fetch events
a work file from which the target application can read events
messaging middleware, such as IBM MQSeries, which accepts events and passes them to the target
application (via its own mechanisms, for which the target application is written)
a specific API that can be called to supply events (e.g., a procedure call)
TCP/IP sessions established with the target application over which events can be passed
published events to which the target application can subscribe

Shadowbase Streams can deliver events simultaneously to multiple target systems and applications. A
separate HPE Shadowbase data replication engine is configured for each system. Each system can receive
its own subset of events formatted according to its specific needs. Alternatively, a single Collector can monitor
the source database for events and can send individually selected events to multiple Consumers, or one
Consumer for each target system or environment. Each Consumer will format the events for its particular target
applications. It is the power of the Shadowbase user exits that allows Shadowbase Streams to deliver events
to multiple heterogeneous target applications running on diverse systems via a variety of event-reception
interfaces.
Benefits of HPE Shadowbase Streams
Using Shadowbase Streams to integrate applications provides many benefits to the enterprise, enabling the
business value inherent in isolated applications to easily be unlocked and leveraged to deliver new business
services, as an RTE.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Shadowbase Streams is efficient. It is event-driven and acts only upon selected data-change events
as they happen.
Applications can react to events in real-time as they occur. There is no need to periodically poll for
pertinent events, a process that introduces significant latency and overhead into event processing.
Because events are processed in real-time, there is no more working with stale data. The reaction to
events is timely and the data is always up to date.
No application code changes are required to monitor and to deliver selected events to a target
application. There is no need to build costly and complex agents and adapters.
Shadowbase Streams is heterogeneous. It interoperates between a variety of applications,
databases, and platforms from different vendors. A source system generating events can act as a
hub. It can send events to multiple other systems. Each system can receive its own set of events
formatted according to the requirements of its own target applications, on a schedule that matches
the target application’s needs.
Shadowbase Streams can publish events as they occur. Different target applications can subscribe
to the subset of events that they would like to receive.
Shadowbase Streams is flexible. It can be configured in a variety of architectures to provide a wealth
of application integration options, and processing can be customized to meet specific application
requirements.
Shadowbase Streams supports both asynchronous and synchronous replication. With asynchronous
replication, change data is sent to the target system after the changes have been made on the
source system. In rare circumstances, it is possible for data to be lost in the event of a failure. For
some applications lost data is not a problem, but for others, the data is critical and must not be lost.
Shadowbase Zero Data Loss (ZDL), a future technology, uses synchronous replication to solve this
problem. No data is changed on the source system unless the data has been safe-stored on the
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target system, ensuring no data loss, no matter what the failure. Asynchronous replication also
allows for the possibility of data collisions,4 which may be unacceptable for some applications.
Shadowbase synchronous replication also solves this problem with another future technology,
Shadowbase ZDL+, preventing the data collision from occurring in the first place. Shadowbase
Streams with synchronous replication is the solution for the most mission-critical applications, where
data loss and/or data collisions cannot be tolerated.5
Data Transformation
Besides providing the distribution network to deliver change data in real-time to other databases and
applications, HPE Shadowbase solutions include powerful capabilities to transform that change data into
whatever format is required by the target database/application; the data may be aggregated, disaggregated,
filtered, and transformed. The following methods are available:
• SBMAP – a scripting “language” that can be used to inform Shadowbase software how to transform
source data into target data formats. SBMAP is powerful, sophisticated, and extensible.
• SBDDLUTL – a utility that reads an HPE Enscribe DDL record definition and produces a “flattened”
(normalized) DDL structure along with an SQL CREATE TABLE statement for the selected target SQL
environment. This capability simplifies the replication of unstructured Enscribe data into structured SQL
databases. SBDDLUTL includes features to allow manipulation of the source fields when creating the
target columns, including dropping and/or renaming fields, transforming field data, and normalizing the
non-normalized Enscribe data.
• User Exits – enable the inclusion and execution of customized user logic (program code) at various
points in the Shadowbase replication stream and provide capabilities that are more complex than the
scripting language. User Exits are extremely flexible, enabling almost any kind of data transformation,
and can also perform specific field/column-level encryption and data tokenization.
• DBS Mapping – a scripting “language” for target-side Other Server platforms, including these
capabilities: drop all events for a target table; drop columns and/or certain events for a target table;
convert updates to inserts; concatenate (text) columns; and reformat and convert/replace characters.
There are a number of parameter settings that can be set in Shadowbase software to assist with data
transformation, (i.e., to convert non-printable binary data to spaces in a character field). However, these
settings work on the data record at an aggregate level, and not at a field level. SBMAP and the other methods
described above allow for much finer detail of data transformation.

Case Studies
The following case studies of customer production deployments demonstrate how Shadowbase Streams for
application integration may be used to integrate diverse applications. Shadowbase Streams is well-suited to
this task. It is heterogeneous and is able to replicate data between a variety of systems and databases.

4

In an active/active architecture, a data collision is where the same data field is simultaneously updated on two (or more) copies of a
database. When replication of that update between those copies occurs, each update will overwrite the other, resulting in an
inconsistent database.
5
For further information on Shadowbase ZDL and ZDL+, visit https://www.shadowbasesoftware.com/solutions/business-continuity/zerodata-loss/
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HPE Shadowbase Streams Enables Real-Time Fraud Management
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Figure 6 – HPE Shadowbase Streams for Real-Time Fraud Management
A large international bank manages a very high rate of online financial transactions. These transactions are
generated by the bank’s customers via landline phones, mobile phones, handheld devices, or the Internet. The
online-banking transaction rate can peak at 5,000 to 6,000 transactions per second. To manage this volume
of activity, the bank employs a cluster of HPE NonStop servers. It is imperative for the bank to detect fraudulent
(or at least suspicious) transaction activity in real-time to prevent the fraudulent activity, or to at least lessen
the impact by denying additional activity after a fraudulent transaction is discovered.
The bank’s initial solution followed transactions as they were recorded in the HPE NonStop system’s database.
If a fraudulent transaction was detected, the bank suspended the account. The problem with this method was
that fraud was detected after the fact, sometimes quite a while later. The fraudulent transaction had already
been honored, and in some cases additional fraudulent activity had also occurred.
To address this challenge, the bank wanted to move to real-time fraud detection. It wanted to be able to
determine a transaction’s validity while the transaction was still in process so that it could reject fraudulent
transactions before they were honored. The bank had to be able to do this at a rate of 5,000 to 6,000
transactions per second without delaying any transaction.
The bank selected the RiskShield Application as their fraud detection platform. RiskShield runs on a Linux
system. Hence, the bank needed a way to feed all of the NonStop-based transactional activity into the
RiskShield platform, in real-time, and to get the grading results back as soon as possible, in most cases before
the transaction was authorized.
The bank turned to Shadowbase Streams for application integration to achieve this goal. Shadowbase Streams
follows the online transactions as they are entered into the HPE NonStop system’s database. The transactions
are converted to events by Shadowbase Streams and passed to the RiskShield Application. There, each
transaction is evaluated. If it is validated as non-suspicious or fraudulent, an acknowledge response is returned
to the HPE NonStop system. If the transaction is determined to be fraudulent (or suspicious), a reject message
is returned. The HPE NonStop applications can then accept or reject the transaction, or take additional action
to further validate the transaction (e.g., request additional information from the user). They can thus block the
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fraudulent transaction and put a hold on the account. No longer are fraudulent transactions allowed; this
application is a great example of an EDA.
To accommodate the very high transaction rate, Shadowbase Streams’ scalable, multithreaded capability is
used. This feature provides multiple replication streams operating concurrently to provide the throughput
necessary for high-volume, real-time event processing such as the bank’s online transaction stream.
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Figure 7 – HPE Shadowbase Streams for Order Monitoring for Wealth Management System
HPE Shadowbase Streams Monitors Securities Prices for Wealth Management Clients
The brokerage operations unit of a major North American bank provides specialized trading services for its
wealth management clients. It accepts securities trading orders from its clients and monitors several stock
exchanges to track trading activities. By doing so, the brokerage searches for opportunities to maximize its
clients’ positions before making the trades.
As shown in Figure 7, the brokerage’s trading and back office applications run on an HPE NonStop system.
Shadowbase Streams monitors the changes made to the application’s trading database and selects those
changes that represent buy/sell orders. The orders are sent as order events to a work file that holds the order
events for processing by the brokerage’s Stock Watch System, a Windows application using Microsoft SQL
Server. In this implementation, the Security Watch List Work File is implemented as an HPE NonStop Enscribe
QUEUE file, allowing the Watch List Monitor Process to post ‘read’ requests that queue until an event is
committed by Shadowbase Streams. This architecture avoids the file polling or messaging overhead that would
otherwise be needed for Shadowbase Streams to alert the Watch List Monitor Process that additional work is
available for it to process.
The work file is tracked by the Watch List Monitor Process that reads order events from the work file and feeds
them to an IBM MQSeries queue. The Stock Watch System fetches the trade requests from the IBM MQSeries
queue and makes trading recommendations in real-time for the wealth management clients based on current
market activity.
Shadowbase Streams sends the trade requests to the Stock Watch System via the work file and IBM MQSeries
because this is the way in which the Stock Watch application was originally implemented. Alternatively,
Shadowbase Streams could have directly delivered the requests to the Stock Watch application and avoided
queuing delays (and the cost of IBM MQSeries software licensing).
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HPE Shadowbase Streams Integrates Online Store Purchases with Suggestions for Upselling
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Figure 8 – HPE Shadowbase Streams for Real-Time Business Intelligence for Customer Orders
Online stores provide internet users with a portal to research and purchase a company’s products. In order to
improve sales, the online store application should offer related goods to the customer as they fill their “shopping
cart,” for example, to provide the suggestion, “Customers that purchased <this> also purchased <that>.”
Additionally, it is quite useful to offer coupons or other discounts on related goods in order to upsell the
customer.
The analysis to relate the items selected with other potential upselling opportunities or coupons to offer is
typically performed by a separate business intelligence system. The online store needs to be integrated into
the business intelligence system in a real-time manner so that the upsell opportunities can be presented to the
customer before they complete their purchase transaction. In other words, the online store needs to be
integrated into a Real-Time Business Intelligence (RTBI) system, using the customer’s item selection events
to drive the optional upsell items to offer6. This type of value-added functionality is what differentiates the RTE.
As shown in Figure 8, Shadowbase Streams provides this integration function. As the customer selects items
and adds them to the shopping cart, Shadowbase Streams can pick up those items and send them to the RTBI
system for analysis, returning the results to the online store application for display to the customer.

Summary
HPE Shadowbase Streams is a member of the HPE Shadowbase suite of products (built by Gravic, sold by
HPE). Shadowbase Streams for application integration and for data integration provide the facilities for
integrating existing applications, services, or database environments in order to create new functionalities for
the enterprise, typically without the need to modify existing application code.
Using Shadowbase Streams, applications that once were isolated now can interoperate in real-time to provide
services that were not possible before integration. Critical data generated by one application is distributed
immediately to other applications or database environments.
Shadowbase Streams supports many models for data distribution, including maintaining a remote database of
critical data, sending critical data to client applications directly via queues or client APIs, publishing data to
applications that have subscribed to the data, or responding to poll queries from client applications.
HPE Shadowbase Streams modernizes legacy applications by integrating diverse applications across the
enterprise so that new and valuable services that were not possible in the past can be created to enhance
competitiveness, to reduce costs or increase revenue, to satisfy regulatory requirements, and to generally
improve the user experience.

6

For more information on RTBI, please read our white paper: The Evolution of Real-Time Business Intelligence and How to Achieve It
Using HPE Shadowbase Software.
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International Partner Information
Global
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
6280 America Center Drive
San Jose, CA 95002
USA
Tel: +1.800.607.3567
www.hpe.com

Japan
High Availability Systems Co. Ltd
MS Shibaura Bldg.
4-13-23 Shibaura
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-0023
Japan
Tel: +81 3 5730 8870
Fax: +81 3 5730 8629
www.ha-sys.co.jp

Gravic, Inc. Contact Information
17 General Warren Blvd.
Malvern, PA 19355-1245
USA
Tel: +1.610.647.6250
Fax: +1.610.647.7958
www.shadowbasesoftware.com
Email Sales: shadowbase@gravic.com
Email Support: sbsupport@gravic.com

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Business Partner Information
Hewlett Packard Enterprise directly sells and supports Shadowbase Solutions under the name HPE Shadowbase. For more
information, please contact your local HPE account team or visit our website.
Copyright and Trademark Information
This document is Copyright © 2012, 2017, 2019, 2020 by Gravic, Inc. Gravic, Shadowbase and Total Replication Solutions are registered
trademarks of Gravic, Inc. All other brand and product names are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
NOTICE: Shadowbase Zero Data Loss (ZDL) does not guarantee that you will not lose any data; all user warranties are provided solely
in accordance with the terms of the product License Agreement. Each user's experiences will vary depending on its system configuration,
hardware and other software compatibility, operator capability, data integrity, user procedures, backups and verification, network integrity,
third party products and services, modifications and updates to this product and others, as well as other factors. Please consult with your
supplier and review our License Agreement for more information.
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